
Year 7 Working at Expected Progress – Core Skills/Knowledge Required

Subject Expected Progress Required Knowledge/Skills – Students should be able to;

English  Respond to the text, making comments and exploring ideas linked to the 
extract

 Identify methods (devices or techniques) used by the writer. For example,
foreshadowing, metaphors, similes, types of words, word classes.

 Make use of subject terminology in a response (language, structure and 
form)

 Show an awareness of social/historical context (AO3) and make links 
between to the text

 Write a fluent response, with detailed paragraphs and ideas that link to 
each other

Maths Reason mathematically to apply these knowledges fluently
 Mental method using the four operations

 Interpret and create Venn diagrams

 Calculate the probability of a single event

 Identify multiples, factors, prime, square and triangular numbers

 Writing a number as a product of prime factors

 Make and test conjectures

Science Reason scientifically to apply these knowledges fluently
Biology

 Know the structure and function of cells
 Understand how and why we use microscopes
 Know how and why molecules move
 Know the structure of enzymes
 Know the key dietary components for humans
 Understand how to test for those substances
 Know the role of organisms in a feeding web
 Understand how a feeding web shows movement of energy
 Know how change can occur over time

Chemistry
 Know the difference between physical and chemical Change
 Know how and why metals behave the way they do
 Know how and why non-metals behave the way they do
 Understand how to investigate the action of temperature change
 Know states of matter and understand how these can change
 Understand how substances can be separated in relation to their 

properties
 Know how key reactions such as combustion and thermal decomposition 

occur
 Understand how heat can be created or needed by a reaction
 Know the physical and chemical properties of acids and alkalis



Physics
 Know the action of Forces
 Understand the relationship between weight and mass
 Calculate speed
 Calculate acceleration
 Understand how speed can be investigated
 Know the different types of energy and how energy moves between 

them
 Investigate the energy held within food
 Understand how energy is utilised in the home
 Know the relationship between energy and power
 Know the structure and function of waves
 Understand how sound and light behave

Geography  Recall a range of facts about the topic that has been studied. Use of a 
small range of simple skills although occasional errors

 Provide a basic definition of a key term and give an example to support 
that definition

 Identify some key features of places studied, both physical and human.
 Identify a reason for something and explain this in a basic PEEL 

paragraph. Answer lacks detailed explanation
 Express their own views and provide supporting evidence using 

geographical terminology

History  Recall a range of key knowledge about the topic that has been studied.
 Provide a basic definition of a key term and give an example to support 

that definition
 Identify one aspect of a time period and are able to give supporting detail

about that aspect
 Take at least one inference from a source
 Write a basic PEEL paragraph supported with some evidence to explain 

why an historical event took place

Art  Demonstrate understanding of mark-making techniques used to create 
an image 

 Replicate techniques used by Artists studied in their own interpretations 
 Develop awareness of the Japanese Art form; Sampuru and construct 

sculptural work in this theme

Dance  Remember their kit and respond to feedback that is given
 Understand and demonstrate 3 choreographic devices
 Select and use actions and ideas appropriately
 Perform using accuracy of action and movement memory



Design 
Technology

Construction

 Identifying health & safety hazards and risk
 Identifying PPE
 Identify how the construction industry contributes to society and the 

community
 Identify different job roles and careers
 Understand different tools and equipment

Hair Dressing
 Be able to identify PPE
 Be able to explain the importance of PPE
 Be able to identify types of hair condition
 Be able to identify a Health and Safety law you should follow
 Be able to identify a hazard in the salon
 Be able to explain the risk of a hazard?

Motor Vehicle
 Be able to identify PPE
 Be able to identify 3 possible hazards in the workshop
 Be able identify different types of fluid needed in a car
 Be able to identify the exterior and interior car parts

Drama  Make reasonable contribution to their groups work, sharing some simple 
ideas

 Recognise and use different Drama techniques with reasonable 
confidence

 Perform a character that shows some thought and difference from 
themselves

 Stay in role for most of their performance, occasionally struggling to keep
focused

 Use facial expressions and gestures on occasions to communicate 
meaning

 With some encouragement, respond to questions and feedback in class 
with comments that show some reflective thought

 Evaluation is often brief, but with some growing awareness of strengths 
and weaknesses

 Attend lessons punctually and bring the correct equipment
 Work in a group respectfully
 Work together to achieve a goal

French Reading 
 Read a text of reasonable complexity and understand / recognise key 

vocab on themes of family, friends, descriptions of people, and marriage 



and answer questions on the text
 Recognise key time phrases which indicate tense such as ‘demain’, ‘hier’ 

and core verb phrases such as ‘je suis allé’ and j’aimerais’
Listening

 Recognise key vocab on themes of family, friends and descriptions of 
people, and marriage in spoken French during listening activities 

 Recognise key time phrases such as ‘demain’, ‘hier’, ‘l’année dernier’, 
cognates such as ‘mes parents’ and negatives such as ‘je n’aime pas’

 Use some of the listening codes to help decipher spoken French
Writing 

 Use core vocab and key verbs on the theme of family, friends, 
descriptions of people, and marriage to produce written French

 Use all of POINT and EQUATACO in some topics, and some of POINT and 
EQUATACO in other topics to structure a well written paragraph in French

 Translate sentences similar to those found in reading and listening tasks 
from French into English and English into French

Food  Organisation – Setting up and putting away of equipment
 Preparation – Work station and self-ready to cook
 Skills – For example ‘knife skills’ depending on unit
 Safety hygiene – Using correct chopping boards for different types of 

food, washing and cleaning (hands) etc

Ethics  Recall a range of facts about the topic that has been studied.
 Provide a basic definition of a key term and give an example to support 

that definition
 Identify one key feature/belief/practice of a religion and can give 

supporting detail about that feature/belief/practice
 Identify a reason for something and explain this in a basic PEEL 

paragraph. Answer lacks detailed explanation
 Give a judgement on whether they agree or disagree with a statement 

and provide supporting evidence from at least one side of the argument

Information
Technology

 Create and format simple spreadsheets to display a table to data
 Perform simple spreadsheet functions to add, subtract, multiply, divide 

and find averages
 Create an interactive multimedia product with non-linear navigation
 Use simple coding tenets including variables and if...else.. commands
 Mix and edit multiple sound files
 Add and subtract binary numbers and convert binary to denary and vice-

verse
 Create interactive website

Music  Know where everything is including equipment
 Works well in lessons



 Holds the instruments correctly
 Read and perform Samba rhythms with minimal mistakes
 Applies performance strategies effectively
 Follows a conductor effectively

PE  Remember their PE kit for all lessons

 Perform skills and techniques in a variety of Athletics events using the 

correct coaching points

 Assess and give feedback which is sometimes effective

 Understand some of the theoretical and apply some of the time to 
questions


